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Content.

The latest trends, brand new products. 
 
In our new catalog “Innovations for life.” you can find all of this season’s products. Whether 
it be bag designs, stylish notebooks or useful home, office or leisure accessories: all our 
products are available in attractive colours. 

Numerous products are also made out of enviromentally friendly materials. As usual, we 
guarantee you service-oriented order fulfillment and, moreover, we offer our on-demand 
access and delivery service. 

Important!
Illustrations can differ. Changes and errors excepted. Special colours can be produced from 
certain quantities of items. Some material modifications are possible, too. The illustrated 
imprints in the catalogue are examples for individual imprints which we develop specifically for 
each customer when desired (the price does not include the printing costs). For the appropriate 
printing method we choose the less expensive variant, if not wanted differently. For further 
questions please call our sales staff. We would like to inform you individually and competently. 
Due to technical reasons it is possible that some of the shown articles in the catalogue do not 

correspond to the original colours. If necessary please order appropriate samples which stand 
for the according colour of delivery. All articles with customer print, illustrated in this catalogue, 
only demonstrate the printing possibilities or stand for reference purposes. Please note that in 
the case of set items the content is not completely made in Germany or Europe. The rights on 
the shown logos and brands as well as shown special products are exclusive by the respective 
copyright/trademark owners.
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We make the world
more colourful.

707
bramble.

003 
blue.

706 
bubblegum.

005
green.

708 
lilac.

006
red.

703
ocean.

009
orange.

705
grassgreen.

380 
lemon.

320
teal.

004
yellow.

We produce the item to your wishes choosing from a variety of standard 
colours or special requirements (colour sample or Pantone). Be it 
translucent, opaque, daylight colours, with glitter or metalic effect. There 
are no limits to your colour request. All our colours correspond to the 
applicable regulations and directives in Germany and the EU. Address 
the realization of your ideas to us with confidence.

These are non-binding and only approximate color specifications.
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008
pink.

215
berry.

732 
mokka.

Icons.

Product Details.

 dimension

 material

 packaging unit, packaging

 warning notices 
Details on page 65
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01082 Glass   
bottle Tea, 0.45 l
01082 Bouteille en verre  
Tea, 0,45 l
Beautiful glass bottle with integrated tea strainer. There 
is a stainless steel tea strainer attached to the inside of 
the borosilicate glass bottle. The bottle closes with an 
elegant bamboo lid with a silicone seal. It can be completely 
disassembled, which makes it very easy to clean. Capacity: 
approx. 0.4 litres.

  glass / Borosilikat
  235 x 70 mm

 24 pcs, individual carton +
      polybag
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01028 Glass bottle 
Flavour, 0.5 l
01028 Bouteille en verre   
Flavour, 0,5 l
For tasteful drinks. Elegant glass bottle made of Borosilikat 
with screw lid made of stainless steel incl. silicone seal. The 
grey synthetic rubber cover with strap keeps the temperature 
of the drinks constant longer. Moreover it protects the hands 
if hot drinks are inside the glass. The sieve for tea or fruit at 
the bottom is securely connected to the bottle by a screw cap. 
Capacity: 0.5 litres.

  glass/Borosilikat
  252 x 65 mm

   24 pcs, individual carton + 
polybag

01025 Glass 
bottle Life, 0.5 l
01025 Bouteille en verre   
Life, 0,5 l
Elegant glass bottle made of sturdy borosilicate glass with 
screw lid and silicone seal. The grey synthetic rubber cover 
with strap keeps the temperature of the drinks constantly 
longer. Moreover it protects the hands if hot drinks are inside 
the glass. Suitable for carbonated drinks. Capacity: 0.55 liters.

  glass/Borosilikat
  243 x 63 mm

  24 pcs, individual carton +
       polybag

01233 Glass bottle with 
sleeve Ocean, 0.36 l
01233 Carafe en verre avec 
habillage Océan, 0,36 l
Compact glass bottle made from borosilicate glass with 
screw top made from stainless steel incl. silicone seal. The 
handy, grey synthetic rubber case with carry strap keeps the 
temperature of the drink stable for longer. It also protects your 
hands against the warm glass when containing hot drinks. 
Suitable for carbonated beverages. Capacity: 0.36 litres.

  glass/Borosilikat
  200 x 65 mm

   24 pcs, individual carton + 
polybag

01223 Coffee maker 
French, 0.8 l
01223 Cafetière French, 0,8 l
The fresh way to make coffee. Exquisite coffee maker made 
from highquality borosilicate glass. Just add the ground 
coffee and pour in hot water. Leave to stand for a couple of 
minutes then put on the lid, incl. filter, and press down the 
metal plunger. The fine filter inside the lid ensures no ground 
coffee remains in the drink. The PP handle allows you to safe-
ly transport the hot drink. Capacity: approx. 0.8 litres.

  glass
  190 x 100 mm

 12 pcs, individual carton +
      polybag
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  glass/Borosilikat
  240 x 65 mm

  24 pcs, individual carton +
       polybag

  glass/Borosilikat
  280 x 77 mm

  12 pcs, individual carton +
       polybag

01232 Glass bottle with 
sleeve Bamboo, 0.55 l
01232 Carafe en verre avec 
habillage Bamboo, 0,55 l
Bottle made from borosilicate glass with screw top made from 
bamboo incl. silicone seal. The handy, grey synthetic rubber 
case with carry strap keeps the temperature of the drink stable 
for longer. It also protects your hands against the warm glass 
when containing hot drinks. Suitable for carbonated beverages. 

Capacity: 0.55 litres.

01027 Glass bottle Bamboo, 1.0 l  
      
01027 Bouteille en verre Bambou, 1,0 l
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  metal/stainless steel
  241 x 70 mm

  30 pcs, individual carton +
       polybag

  metal/stainless steel
  205 x 67 mm

   25 pcs,individual carton + 
polybag

01294 Vacuum flask 
Bamboo, 0.45 l
01294 Bouteille isolante Bambou, 
0,45 l
Perfect for your next cup of tea! Double-walled, insulated vacuum 
flask made from stainless steel with an external cover made from 
bamboo. The flask has a screw-top lid and is leakproof. Inside it has 
a removable filter, which holds back the tea when you pour it into the 
cup. Capacity: 0.45 litres.

01295 Vacuum flask Bamboo, 0.35 l  
      
01295 Bouteille isolante Bambou, 0.35 l

01354 Vacuum flask 
Cascada, 0.35 l
01354 Bouteille isolante Cascada, 
0,35 l
Small insulated flask in a minimalist design - perfect for work, 
yoga, hiking, travelling and all day-to-day activities. Lightweight, 
double-walled, stainless steel flask with a screw-top lid. This has a 
silicone seal, a carry handle for easy transportation and a covering 
cap made from unpainted bamboo. Capacity: 0.35 litres.

01356 Vacuum flask Cascada, 0.5 l  
      
01356 Bouteille isolante Cascada, 0,5 l

  metal/stainless steel
  180 x 70 mm

   25 pcs, individual carton   metal/stainless steel
  220 x 70 mm

   25 pcs, individual carton
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  glass/Borosilikat
  195 x 65 mm

  25 pcs, individual carton

  glass/Soda Lime
  250 x 85 mm

  28 pcs, individual carton

  glass/Borosilikat
  240 x 65 mm

  25 pcs, individual carton

  glass/Soda Lime
  220 x 70 mm

   48 pcs, individual carton

01342 Glass bottle 
Frosted, 0.4 l
01342 Bouteille en verre Frosted, 
0,4 l
Bottle with a special effect. This bottle made from high-quality 
borosilicate glass has a discreet, matt colour gradient, which 
makes it really eyecatching. The screw-top lid made from bamboo 
gives the bottle a natural look. Capacity: 0.4 litres.

01371 Glass bottle 
with case Iced, 1.0 l
01371 Bouteille en verre avec 
habillage Iced, 1,0 l
This bottle made from soda-lime glass has a discreet, matt colour 
gradient which transitions from grey to transparent. It closes with 
a screw-fastening metal lid. The colour-coordinated, grey synthetic 
rubber case ensures drinks stay at the desired temperature for 
longer. Capacity: 1.0 liter.

01343 Glass bottle Frosted, 0.6 l  
     
01343 Bouteille en verre Frosted, 0,6 l

01369 Glass bottle with case Iced, 0.5 l   
       
01369 Bouteille en verre avec habillage Iced, 0,5 l
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01375 Glass carafe 
Minerale, 1.0 l
01375 Carafe en verre  
Minerale, 1,0 l
Glass carafe made from soda-lime glass with a screw-top 
lid. This is made from black PP and has a spout. Capacity: 
approx. 1.0 liter.

  glass/Soda Lime
  260 x 90 mm

   25 pcs, individual carton

01029 Glass carafe 
Fresh, 1.0 l
01029 Carafe en verre   
Fresh, 1,0 l
Elegant glass carafe made of sodalime glass with plastic 
spout, which is securely connected to the carafe by a screw 
cap. Capacity: 1.0 liter.

  glass/Soda Lime
  285 x 96 mm

  12 pcs, individual carton +
       polybag
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14898 Eco-Mug Arica
14898 Tasse bio Arica
Perfect for the next cup of coffee. With its generous handle, 
pleasantly circular brim and stable design, this mug is the 
perfect day-to-day coffee companion. Made of bio plastics 
and available in a variety of nature-inspired colours.Capacity: 
0.3 litres.

  bio-based plastic
  88 x 84 mm

  50 pcs, bulk

14456 Eco-Shaker 
Protein
14456 Shaker bio Protéine“
Perfect for making a post-workout protein shake. This trans-
parent screwtop shaker contains a closable drinking aperture 
and an embossed measurement scale in 50ml increments. It 
also comes with a removable sieve, so a thorough shake is all 
that‘s needed for the perfect mix of protein powder and liquid. 
It can be completely disassembled, which makes it very easy 
to clean. Made of bio plastics and available in a variety of 
nature-inspired colours. Capacity: 0.6 litres.

  bio-based plastic
  200 x 96 mm

  40 pcs, bulk

  bio-based plastic
  136 x 87 mm

  150 pcs, bulk   bio-based plastic
  163 x 87 mm

  100 pcs, bulk

15089 Eco-Cup 
Colour, 0.4l
15089 Gobelet bio „Colour“, 0,4 l
Just right for quenching your thirst! Sturdy, easily stackable 
drinking cup. Made of bio plastics and available in a variety of 
nature-inspired colours. Capacity: 0.4 litres.

15088 Eco-Cup Colour, 0.5l  
     
15088 Gobelet bio Colour, 0,5 l
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  bio-based plastic
  120 x 95 mm

  72 pcs, bulk

  bio-based plastic
  120 x 95 mm

  72 pcs, bulk

  bio-based plastic
 155 x 95 mm

  48 pcs, bulk

  bio-based plastic
  155 x 95 mm

  48 pcs, bulk

14578 Eco-Coffee 
mug Premium, small 
14578 Gobelet bio Premium, petit
For the small coffee to go. Useful to-go mug made from double-
walled plastic incl. lid with drinking opening. The lid is screwable 
and therefore is particularly tight on the mug. Fits also into the 
standard cup holders of cars. Made of bio plastics and available in 
a variety of nature-inspired colours. Capacity: 0.25 litres.

11060 Eco-Coffee mug 
PremiumPlus, small
11060 Gobelet à café bio 
PremiumPlus, petit
A compact double walled to go mug made out of plastic. It 
includes an attachable lid with an opening for drinking. The mug 
can be closed with the flexible lashes that are on the side. The 
lashes can also be fastened to the rim of the mug. The mug fits in 
all standard cup holders. Made of bio plastics and available in a 
variety of nature-inspired colours. Capacity: 0.25 liters.

14576 Eco-Coffee mug Premium, 0,35 l 
      
14576 Gobelet bio Premium, 0,35 l 

11063 Eco-Coffee mug PremiumPlus, 0.35 l 
      
11063 Gobelet à café bio PremiumPlus, 0,35 l 
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  bio-based plastic
  155 x 95 mm

  48 pcs, bulk   bio-based plastic
  120 x 95 mm

  72 pcs, bulk

11173 Eco-Coffee 
mug Premium Deluxe
11173 Gobelet à café bio   
Premium Deluxe
Double-walled thermal cup with a screw-on lid and innovative 2K 
closure to prevent the unwanted leakage of the coffee. Made of 
bio plastics and available in a variety of nature-inspired colours. 
Capacity: 0.35 litres. 11177 Eco-Coffee mug Premium Deluxe, small 

       
11177 Gobelet à café bio Premium Deluxe, petit 
      

11164 Eco-Muesli Bowl 
1-Colour, matt finish
11164 Bol à céréales bio    
1 Colour, mat
The perfect companion for tomorrow‘s breakfast. The muesli 
bowl has an extra integrated circular rim on the bottom, 
making it particularly stable. In a single colour and super 
stackable. Made of bio plastics and available in a variety of 
nature-inspired colours.

  bio-based plastic
  80 x 136 mm

  45 pcs, bulk

15135 Eco-Muesli 
Bowl Good Morning
15135 Bol à céréales bio   
Good Morning
A bowl does not always have to be round. Great square-
brimmed muesli bowl with excellent grip and hold at the 
edges. Very good for stacking. Made of bio plastics and 
available in a variety of nature-inspired colours.

  bio-based plastic
  162 x 162 x 62 mm

  200 pcs, bulk
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15646 Eco-Spoon
15646 Cuillère bio
Perfect for coffee, muesli and much more. Durable teaspoon 
with rounded edges. Made of bio plastics and available in a 
variety of nature-inspired colours.

  bio-based plastic
  145 x 31 mm

  1000 pcs, bulk

15389 Eco-Lunchbox 
Switch
15389 Boîte de conservation 
bio Switch
Two is better than one. Lunchbox with double-click closure 
and insertable hinge for a secure hold. Both halves of the box 
can be made in different colours and branding with IMould 
motifs, to allow for more advertising space and to capture 
even more attention. Made of bio plastics and available in a 
variety of nature-inspired colours.

  bio-based plastic
  145 x 125 x 50 mm

  60 pcs, bulk

14568 Eco-Lunchbox 
Match
14568 Boîte de conservation 
bio Match
A touch retro, but still totally fashionable. Spacious lunchbox 
comprising two rectangular bowls attached by an elastic 
band (65% polyster, 35% latex). The lid can be completely 
pulled over the base, but its side recesses also make it easy to 
remove. IMould branding possible. Made of bio plastics and 
available in a variety of nature-inspired colours.

  bio-based plastic
  179 x 130 x 61 mm

  45 pcs, bulk

15236 Eco-storage 
box School-Box, large
15236 Boîte de conservation 
bio School-Box, grande
Generous storage box made from PP with click-fastening. It‘s 
ideal for storing and transporting sandwiches. It‘s ideal for all 
kinds of foods and is BPA-free. The top is perfect for finishing 
using the IMould process. Made from bioplastic and available 
in lots of wonderful natural colours.

  bio-based plastic
 175 x 128 x 69 mm

  50 pcs, bulk
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  wood/beechwood
  390 x 60 mm

  50 pcs, bulk   Holz/Buchenholz
  240 x 37 mm

  180 pcs, bulk

01092 Rolling pin 
Madera, large
01092 Rouleau à pâtisserie 
Madera, grand
The perfect kitchen aid! Large rolling pin made of beech wood, 
ideal for precision rolling all types of dough. The rolling pin turns 
easily on its own axis, lessening fatigue when baking. Since the 
article is made of natural materials, actual colouring and grain may 
differ from product to product. Wash by hand only.

01093 Rolling pin Madera, small 
     
     
01093 Rouleau à pâtisserie Madera, petit

01095 Cooking 
spoon Madera
01095 Cuillère en bois Madera
The perfect aid for every kitchen! Robust beech wood cooking 
spoon with depression on the spoon front. Since the article 
is made of natural materials, actual colouring and grain may 
differ from product to product. Wash by hand only.

  wood/beechwood
  300 x 53 x 13 mm

  500 pcs, bulk  wood/beechwood
  280 x 55 x 4 mm

  1000 pcs, bulk

01094 Spatula Madera
01094 Spatule Madera
Handy spatula with rounded front edge and opening on handle 
for hanging up. Made entirely of beech wood. Since the article 
is made of natural materials, actual colouring and grain may 
differ from product to product. Wash by hand only.
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01129 Serving 
platter Slate, XXL
01129 Plateau Schiefer, XXL
Food tastes twice as good when elegantly served. Huge 
serving platter made of natural slate with authentic broken 
edges and feet made of soft EVA, to prevent slipping and the 
scratching of the tabletop. Incl. shiny coating to prevent water 
marks and for easier cleaning. Because it is a natural product, 
each item is unique in its appearance and grain.

01130 Serving platter 
Slate round, large
01130 Plateau    
Schiefer rond, grand
Large serving platter made of natural slate with authentic 
broken edges and feet made of soft EVA, to prevent slipping 
and the scratching of the tabletop. Incl. shiny coating to 
prevent water marks and for easier cleaning. Because it is a 
natural product, each item is unique in its appearance and 
grain.

01200 Tiered cake 
stand Slate
01200 Étagère Schiefer
Showcase your 2-tiered presentation stand (30cm lower 
tier/25 cm top tier) made of natural slate with authentic 
broken edges and feet made of soft EVA to prevent slipping 
and the scratching of the tabletop. Incl. shiny coating to 
prevent water marks and for easier cleaning. Because it is a 
natural product, each item is unique in its appearance and 
grain.

  Stone/slate
  5 x 300 mm

  10 pcs,individual carton +
       bubble wrap

  Stone/slate
  235 x 300 mm

  6 pcs,individual carton + 
       bubble wrap

  Stone/slate
  400 x 300 x 5 mm

  8 pcs, individual carton +
       bubble wrap
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  plastic/polypropylene
  222 x 164 x 77 mm

  24 pcs, polybag

01099 Square lunch box Urban
01099 Lunch box rectangulaire Urban
For an organised lunch on-the-go! Small lunch box with one large and two small compartments. The lid with a sealing ring and four hinged 
fastening clips prevents the unwatned leakage of foods and also has a transparent compartment with a knife and fork. The colourful 
bottom section of the box is microwave-safe. Capacity: 1.3 litres.
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01100 Lunch box Urban
01100 Lunch box Urban
Plenty of room for lunch on-the-go! Square lunch box with a lid 
with a ring seal and four hinged clips to prevent the unwanted 
leakage of the food. The colourful bottom section of the box is 
microwave-safe. Capacity: 0.76 litres.

  plastic/polypropylene
  143 x 143 x 64 mm

  36 pcs, polybag

  plastic/polypropylene
  180 x 150 x 104 mm

  36 pcs, polybag

01101 Round lunch 
box Urban
01101 Lunch box ronde Urban
Carrying your lunch with you is so simple! Round lunchbox with 
handle with a transparent, screw-on lid with a silicone seal. This 
makes leaking food a thing of the past. The colourful bottom 
section of the box is microwave-safe. Capacity: 1.1 litres.

01102 Round lunch box with cutlery Urban  
       
01102 Lunch box ronde avec couverts Urban
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  plastic/polypropylene
  126 x 97 x 150 mm

  32 pcs, polybag

01089 Cup with attachment      
Urban          

01089 Gobelet avec inscription        
Urban 
Practical To-Go cup for muesli, soups etc. The large cup with handle has a black screw-on lid with a silicone seal with which to safely seal 
the cup. The transparent chamer attachment, which also screws on, allows you to transport other foodstuffs, which are not to come into 
direct contact with the contents of the cup. The colourful cup is microwave-safe. Cup capacity: 0.52 litres and chamber attachment: 0.23 
litres.
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01103 Cutlery set Urban
01103 Ensemble de couverts 
Urban
Practical cutlery set consisting of a knife and fork with 
extendable handles. The set can be securely stored in a 
transparent PP box without taking up too much space, and 
can thus be used any time, anywhere.

  plastic/polypropylene
  108 x 46 x 35 mm

  100 pcs, polybag

01097 Cup with 
handle Urban
01097 Gobelet avec anse Urban
Stylish To-Go cup for soups etc. The large cup with handle 
has a black screw-on PP lid with a silicone seal with which 
to safely seal the cup. The colourful cup is microwave-safe. 
Capacity: 0.52 litres.

  plastic/polypropylene
  126 x 97 x 107 mm

  48 pcs, polybag

01098 Cup Urban
01098 Gobelet Urban
Hip To-Go cup for soups etc. The large cup has a black 
screw-on lid with a silicone seal with which to safely seal the 
cup. The transparent chamer attachment, which also screws 
on, allows you to transport other foodstuffs, which are not to 
come into contact with the contents of the cup just yet. The 
colourful cup is microwave-safe. Cup capacity: 0.42 litres and 
chamber attachment: 0.13 litres.

  plastic/polypropylene
  78 x 200 x 78 mm

 30 pcs, polybag
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01238 Folding 
knife Lunchtime
01238 Couteau pliant   
Lunchtime
Light folding knife with an ABS handle and sharp ceramic 
blade. The knife can be folded, so it‘s safe to transport and 
store.

  ceramic
  190 x 25 mm

  500 pcs, individual carton +
       polybag

01123 Storage jar 
Aluminium, large
01123 Boîte de conservation 
Aluminium, grande
Spacious aluminium snack jar with two clamps for secure 
closing. The lid can be completely removed. Very robust and 
durable.

  metal/aluminium
  230 x 150 x 70 mm

  12 pcs, polybag

01239 Chopping 
board Acacia
01239 Planche à découper 
Acacia
Sturdy chopping board made from acacia wood that has been 
treated with soybean oil. Incl. grooved juice rim and 2 lateral 
grip indentations. This item is made from a natural product so 
may vary in colour and appearance.

  wood
  260 x 185 x 20 mm

  10 pcs, polybag

01287 Insulated soup 
container Take Away
01287 Récipient isotherme 
pour soupe Take Away
The „Take Away“ soup container is ideal for transporting 
and storing all kinds of foods - especially soups. The lower 
section consists of doublewalled stainless steel. Thanks to 
the vacuum insulation, the temperature inside the container 
stays constant for a long time. The container is closed with 
an internal and external lid. Both are screw-fastening. The 
internal lid has a silicone seal and makes the container 
leakproof. Incl. folding spoon, which can be stored in the 
internal lid. Capacity: 0.5 litres.

  metal/stainless steel
  171 x 95 mm

  24 pcs,individual carton +
       polybag
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  plastic/polypropylene
  195 x 130 x 75 mm

  63 pcs, polybag   plastic/polypropylene
  170 x 105 x 50 mm

  100 pcs, polybag

01139 Lunchbox 
Elite, large
01139 Lunch box Elite, grande
Large lunchbox with 4-point closing mechanism and silicone seal. 
The box is perfect for storing foodstuffs of all kinds in the fridge 
and prevents them from drying out too quickly. It can also be used 
to warm your dishes in the microwave. It is heat-resistant up to 
120°C and can withstand cold temperatures down to 0°C.

01141 Lunchbox Elite, small  
     
01141 Lunch box Elite, petite

  plastic/ABS
  120 x 160 x 70 mm

  50 pcs, bulk   plastic/ABS
  120 x 160 x 70 mm

  50 pcs, bulk

01270 Storage box Take it
01270 Boîte de conservation 
Take it
For your next snack. Practical container, consisting of two bowls 
which are linked using a PP ring. The bowls are ideally suited for 
an all-over UV digitally printed finish. The box is closed using click-
fastening.

01296 Storage box with divider Take it  
       
01296 Boîte de conservation avec séparation 
Take it     
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08457 Lunch box 
Metallic
08457 Boîte réserve 
Metallic
Sturdy aluminium snack box with clamps for secure closure. 
The lid can be completely removed.

  metal/aluminium
  180 x 120 x 55 mm

  24 pcs, polybag

08456 Lunch box 
Aluminium
08456 Boîte de conservation 
Aluminium
Robust. Fantastic aluminium snack box with clamps for se-
cure closure. The lid can be completely removed. Not just for 
use on building sites.

  metal/aluminium
  170 x 117 x 50 mm

  24 pcs, polybag

01357 Glass box 
Balance
01357 Boîte en verre 
Balance
For your next lunch. Lovely box with a base made from high-
quality, heatresistant borosilicate glass. The bamboo lid has a 
silicone ring, which helps it stay securely on the container. The 
glass container is suitable for use in the microwave. Capacity: 
0.6 litres.

  glass/Borosilikat
  170 x 126 x 55 mm

  20 pcs, individual carton

01224 Lunchbox  
Vesper
01224 Lunchbox    
Vesper
Lovely sandwich box with a bowl made from stainless steel 
and a bamboo lid. The box is closed by means of a black 
rubber strap.

  metal/stainless steel
  160 x 110 x 60 mm

  40 pcs, polybag

Now available with matt surface.
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01273 Cereal 
bowl Cereal
01273 Bol à céréales Cereal
High-quality PP bowl - ideal for camping, kids birthdays, 
picnics, barbecues and plenty more - sturdy but light. This 
reusable cereal bowl has a tapered design. The bowls allow 
compact stacking and can be produced in lots of different 
colours. Capacity: 0.5 litres.

01297 Salt and 
pepper set Duo
01297 Ensemble salière et 
poivrière Duo
Elegant set consisting of one salt and one pepper shaker. 
The shakers are made from birch and have a durable ceramic 
grinding mechanism. They can be taken apart and refilled.

  plastic/polypropylene
  70 x 140 mm

  125 pcs, bulk   wood/birchwood
  55 x 180 mm

  32 pcs, individual carton

01164 Cereal bowl  
1 Colour, matt finish
01164 Bol à céréales    
1 Colour, mat
The perfect companion for tomorrow‘s breakfast. The muesli 
bowl has an extra integrated circular rim on the bottom, 
making it particularly stable. In a single colour and super 
stackable. Capacity: 0.5 litres.

01218 Muesli Bowl 
2-Colour, Frozen
01218 Bol à céréales   
2 Colour, Frozen
The perfect companion for tomorrow‘s breakfast. 2-colour 
muesli bowl in four hip colour variations! It has an extra 
circular rim on the bottom, making it particularly stable. 
The bowls can be stacked inside one another effortlessly. 
Capacity: 0.5 litres.

  plastic/polypropylene
  80 x 136 mm

  45 pcs, bulk   plastic/polypropylene
  136 mm

  45 pcs, bulk
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01258 Drink bottle Refresh   
clear-transparent, 0.4 l    
      
01258 Gourde Refresh    
transparente, 0,4 l 
 
 
01259 Drink bottle Refresh   
clear-transparent, 0.7 l   
     
01259 Gourde Refresh    
transparente, 0,7 l

01260 Drink bottle Refresh
clear-transparent, 1.0 l    
      
01260 Gourde Refresh    
transparente, 1,0 l 
 

01262 Drink bottle Refresh   
clear-transparent incl. Strap, 0.4 l   
       
01262 Gourde Refresh    
transparente incl. attache 0,4 l 
 
 
01261 Drink bottle Refresh   
clear-transparent incl. Strap, 0.7 l

01261 Gourde Refresh    
transparente incl. attache, 0,7 l

      
01263 Drink bottle Refresh   
clear-transparent incl. strap, 1.0 l

01263 Gourde Refresh    
transparente incl. attache, 1,0 l 
 

01258
  159 x 65 mm
  80 pcs, bulk

01259
  180 x 80 mm
  48 pcs, bulk

01260
  210 x 88 mm
  24 pcs, bulk

CRYSTAL CLEAR 
WITH MANY 
ADVANTAGES. 
TRITAN BOTTLES 
MADE IN GERMANY

Transparent, tasteless and 
odourless tritan.

Resistant, non-breakable,
solid material.

BPA free and without critical plastici-
zers.

The wide opening makes it easy to fill 
and clean. 

Leakproof and suitable for 
carbonated beverages.

Various colour combinations available 
on request.

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

01262
  159 x 65 mm
  80 pcs, bulk

01261
  180 x 80 mm
  48 pcs, bulk

01263
  210 x 88 mm
  24 pcs, bulk
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01306 Drink bottle Refresh   
colour, 0.4 l     
      
01306 Gourde Refresh     
Colour, 0,4 l 
 
 
01307 Drink bottle Refresh   
colour, 0.7 l     
      
01307 Gourde Refresh      
Colour, 0,7 l 
 
01309 Drink bottle Refresh   
colour, 1.0 l      
      
01309 Gourde Refresh     
Colour, 1,0 l 
 

01312 Drink bottle Refresh   
colour incl. strap, 0.4 l     
      
01312 Gourde Refresh     
Colour incl. attache, 0,4 l 
 
 
01311 Drink bottle Refresh   
colour incl. strap, 0.7 l     
      
01311 Gourde Refresh
Colour incl. attache, 0,7 l

      
01313 Drink bottle Refresh
colour incl. strap, 1.0 l     
      
01313 Gourde Refresh
Colour incl. attache, 1,0 l

New Colours.

01306
  159 x 65 mm
  80 pcs, bulk

01307
  180 x 80 mm
  48 pcs, bulk

01309
  210 x 88 mm
  24 pcs, bulk

01312
  159 x 65 mm
  80 pcs, bulk

01311
  180 x 80 mm
  48 pcs, bulk

01313
  210 x 88 mm
  24 pcs, bulk
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01264 Drink bottle School   
clear-transparent, 0.4 l    
      
01264 Gourde School     
transparente, 0,4 l 
 
 
01265 Drink bottle School   
clear-transparent, 0.7 l     
       
01265 Gourde School    
transparente, 0,7 l     
 
 
01266 Drink bottle School   
clear-transparent, 1.0 l     
      
01266 Gourde School     
transparente, 1,0 l 
 

01269 Drink bottle School    
clear-transparent incl. Strap, 0.4 l   
      
01269 Gourde School     
transparente incl. attache, 0,4 l 
 
 
01267 Drink bottle School   
clear-transparent incl. Strap, 0.7 l  
      
01267 Gourde School    
transparente incl. attache, 0,7 l

 
01268 Drink bottle School   
clear-transparent incl. Strap, 1.0 l    
      
01268 Gourde School    
transparente incl. attache, 1,0 l 
 

01264
  185 x 65 mm
  80 pcs, bulk

01265
  205 x 80 mm
  48 pcs, bulk

01266
  235 x 88 mm
  24 pcs, bulk

01269
  185 x 65 mm
  80 pcs, bulk

01267
  205 x 80 mm
  48 pcs, bulk

01268
  235 x 88 mm
  24 pcs, bulk
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01304 Drink bottle School   
colour incl. strap, 0.4 l    
      
01304 Gourde School     
Colour incl. attache, 0,4 l 
 
 
01302 Drink bottle School    
colour incl. strap, 0.7 l    
      
01302 Gourde School     
incl. attache, 0,7 l 
 
01303 Drink bottle School    
colour incl. strap, 1.0 l    
      
01303 Gourde School     
Colour incl. attache, 1,0 l 
 

01298 Drink bottle School    
colour, 0.4 l     
      
01298 Gourde School      
Colour, 0,4 l 
 
 
01299 Drink bottle School   
colour, 0.7 l     
      
01299 Gourde School     
Colour, 0,7 l      
       
 
01301 Drink bottle School    
colour, 1.0 l      
      
01301 Gourde School    
Colour, 0,1 l 
 

01298
  185 x 65 mm
  80 pcs, bulk

01299
  205 x 80 mm
  48 pcs, bulk

01301
  235 x 88 mm
  24 pcs, bulk

01304
  185 x 65 mm
  80 pcs, bulk

01302
  205 x 80 mm
  48 pcs, bulk

01303
  235 x 88 mm
  24 pcs, bulk

TRITAN BOTTLES 
MADE IN GERMANY
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01246 Drink bottle Natural    
clear-transparent, 0.4 l     
      
01246 Gourde Natural     
transparente, 0,4 l 
 
 
01247 Drink bottle Natural    
clear-transparent, 0.7 l    
      
01247 Gourde Natural    
transparente, 0,7 l     
 

01248 Drink bottle Natural    
clear-transparent, 1.0 l    
      
01248 Gourde Natural     
transparente, 1,0 l 
 

01249 Drink bottle Natural    
clear-transparent incl. strap, 0,4 l    
       
01249 Gourde Natural     
transparente incl. attache, 0,4 l 
 
 
01251 Drink bottle Natural   
clear-transparent incl. Strap, 1.0 l   
      
01251 Gourde Natural     
transparente incl. attache, 0,7 l   

01250 Drink bottle Natural    
clear-transparent incl. strap, 0,7 l    
       
01250 Gourde Natural     
transparente incl. attache, 1,0 l
 

TRITAN BOTTLES 
MADE IN GERMANY

01246
  169 x 65 mm
  80 pcs, bulk

01247
  190 x 80 mm
  48 pcs, bulk

01248
  220 x 88 mm
  24 pcs, bulk

01249
  169 x 65 mm
  80 pcs, bulk

01251
  190 x 80 mm
  48 pcs, bulk

01250
  220 x 88 mm
  24 pcs, bulk
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01252 Drink bottle Pure    
clear-transparent, 0.4 l    
      
01252 Gourde Pure     
transparente, 0,4 l     
 
 
01253 Drink bottle Pure    
clear-transparent, 0.7 l    
      
01253 Gourde Pure     
transparente, 0,7 l     
 
 
01254 Drink bottle Pure    
clear-transparent, 1.0 l    
      
01254 Gourde Pure     
transparente, 1,0 l     
 

01257 Drink bottle Pure    
clear-transparent incl. strap, 0.4 l    
       
01257Gourde Pure     
transparente incl. attache, 0,4 l 
 
 
01256 Drink bottle Pure    
clear-transparent incl. strap, 0.7 l   
       
01256 Gourde Pure     
transparente incl. attache, 0,7 l 
 
 
01255 Drink bottle Pure    
clear-transparent incl. strap, 1.0 l    
       
01255 Gourde Pure     
transparente incl. attache, 1,0 l 
 

01252
  169 x 65 mm
  80 pcs, bulk

01253
  190 x 80 mm
  48 pcs, bulk

01254
  220 x 88 mm
  24 pcs, bulk

01257
  169 x 65 mm
  80 pcs, bulk

01256
  190 x 80 mm
  48 pcs, bulk

01255
  220 x 88 mm
  24 pcs, bulk
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01084 Bottle 
opener Salo
01084 Décapsuleur Salo
Flat metal bottle opener with zinc alloy. Due to its curved 
shape it sits particularly comfortably in the hand and has a 
pleasant feel.

  metal/zinc
  120 x 35 x 3 mm

  150 pcs, polybag

01288 Bottle 
opener Football
01288 Décapsuleur Football
Innovative bottle opener with push-up function in the shape 
of a football. Just put it on the bottle, press down swiftly and 
remove ... ready. The external casing is made from ABS. The 
inner material is sturdy, durable iron. Suitable for all bottles 
with standard crown caps.

  plastic/ABS
  70 x 70 mm

  100 pcs, individual carton +
       polybag

01289 Bottle 
opener Globe
01289 Décapsuleur Globe
Innovative bottle opener with push-up function in the shape 
of a sphere. Just put it on the bottle, press down swiftly and 
remove ... ready. The external casing is made from ABS. The 
inner material is sturdy, durable iron. Suitable for all bottles 
with standard crown caps.

  plastic/ABS
  70 x 70 mm

  100 pcs, individual carton +
       polybag
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01217 Tray round, large     
      
01217 Plateau rond, large 
 
 
01219 Tray round, medium  
     
01219 Plateau rond, medium
 
 
01221 Tray round, small    
       
01221 Plateau rond, small 
 

01222
  20 x 450 mm
  12 pcs, polybag

01217
  20 x 400 mm
  12 pcs, polybag

01219
  20 x 355 mm
  12 pcs, polybag

01221
  20 x 280 mm
  12 pcs, polybag

01222 Tray round, XL
01222 Plateau rond, XL
For all professional caterers. Huge, round tray made from PP 
with a nonslip rubber coating. So all the glasses stay where 
they should.
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  plastic/polypropylene
  155 x 95 mm

  48 pcs, bulk
  Made in Germany

   plastic/polypropylene
  155 x 95 mm

  48 pcs, bulk

01173 Coffee mug 
Premium Deluxe
01173 Gobelet à café   
Premium Deluxe
Double-walled thermal cup with a screw-on lid and innovative 2K 
closure to prevent the unwanted leakage of the coffee. Capacity: 
0.35 litres.

      
01176 Coffee mug with sleeve    
Premium Deluxe     
       
01176 Gobelet à café avec manchette   
Premium Deluxe     
  

01215 Coffee mug 
Premium, Frozen
01215 Gobelet à café  
Premium, Frozen
Four hip new colours for coffee on-the-go! Practical To-Go 
cup made from double-walled plastic, incl. a lid with drinking 
opening. The lid screws on and therefore stays on the cup 
particularly securely. Fits inside standard in-car cup holders. 
Capacity: 0.35 litres.

  plastic/polypropylene
  155 x 95 mm

  48 pcs, bulk
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01282 Drinking glass 
Crystal, 0.04 l
01282 Gobelet à long drink 
Crystal, 0,04 l
Looks like crystal glass - but is much less likely to break! 
Transparent small drinking glass made from AS with an elaborate 
crystal design. Capacity: 0.04 litres.

 
01281 Long drink glass Crystal, 0.3 l  
      
01281 Gobelet à long drink Crystal, 0,25 l
 
 
01283 Drinking glass Crystal, 0.3 l   
       
01283 Gobelet à long drink Crystal, 0,3 l

01282
   70 x 40 mm
   240 pcs, polybag

01281
   149 x 65 mm
   72 pcs, polybag

01283
  99 x 78 mm
  60 pcs, polybag

   glass/Borosilikat
  130 x 90 mm

  30 pcs, individual carton    glass/Borosilikat
  170 x 90 mm

  20 pcs, individual carton

01286 Glass coffee 
cup Cristall, small
01286 Gobelet à café en verre 
Cristallo, small
Elegant coffee cup made from high-quality borosilicate glass. The 
silicone lid can be attached and has a drinking aperture. Incl. felt 
sleeve so you can safely enjoy hot drinks. Capacity: 0.3 litres.

01285 Glass coffee cup Cristallo, large  
      
     
01285 Gobelet à café en verre Cristallo, large
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01048 Coffee 
mug Venice
01048 Tasse à café Venise
Double-walled stainless steel cup with removable lid. Bottom 
has an anti-slipping material. Filling quantity: 0.25 litres.

  metal/stainless steel
  145 x 71 mm

  25 pcs, individual carton +
       polybag

01274 Drinking 
cup glass effect
01274 Gobelet Glass Look
Looks like glass, but is half the weight. Light, tapered drinking 
cup made from shatterproof Tritan. Enjoy your drink in this 
neutral tasting, odourless cup. Capacity: 0.35 litres.

  plastic/tritan
  110 x 90 mm

  72 pcs, bulk

   plastic/tritan
  120 x 95 mm

  72 pcs, bulk    plastic/tritan
  120 x 95 mm

  72 pcs, bulk

01271 Coffee cup 
glass effect
01271 Gobelet à café look verre
Transparent coffee cup made from shatterproof Tritan in a tapered 
design with attachable lid. This has two ridged side apertures 
through which you can safely enjoy even hot drinks. The drink 
aperture closes with a flexible tab that attaches to the edge of the 
lid. Capacity: 0.35 litres.

01272 Coffee cup with sleeve glass effect   
       
01272 Gobelet à café avec habillage look verre
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01284 Coffee 
cup Vienna
01284 Gobelet à café Vienna
Coffee cup with a diamond design. Fantastic double-walled 
coffee cup with an external stainless steel surface including 
eye-catching diamond design. Just like the inner cup, the lid 
with screw fastening and catch fastener is made from PP. 
The non-slip coating on the base ensures stability. Capacity: 
approx. 0.3 litres.

01335 Coffee 
cup Roma
01335 Gobelet à café Roma
Coffee cup with a wave design. Fantastic double-walled 
coffee cup with an external stainless steel surface including 
eye-catching wave design. Just like the inner cup, the lid with 
screw fastening and catch fastener is made from PP. The non-
slip coating on the base ensures stability. Capacity: 0.3 litres.

  metal/stainless steel
  170 x 70 mm

  25 pcs, individual carton   metal/stainless steel
  130 x 78 mm

  25 pcs, individual carton

01338 Coffee 
cup Espresso
01338 Gobelet à café Espresso
Small, double-walled coffee cup that fits under the dispenser 
on all standard coffee machines. Stainless steel exterior with 
a plastic lid that clips on incl. slide locking device. Capacity: 
0.15 litres.

  metal/stainless steel
  95 x 73 mm

  48 pcs, individual carton

01047 Coffee 
mug Florence
01047 Tasse à café Florence
Double-walled cup with removable lid. Made of stainless 
steel on the outside and plastic on the inside, the integrated 
silicone seal in the lid keeps the drink where its supposed to 
be. The slider on the lid makes it easy to open. The base has 
an anti-slipping material. Filling quantity: 0.5 litres.

  metal/stainless steel
  170 x 88 mm

  25 pcs, individual carton + 
polybag
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01348 Enamel cup  
Cozy    
01348 Gobelet émaillé   
Cozy
Trendy, retro coffee cup made from stainless steel with an 
enamel coating. External colour: black. Internal colour: white. 
Capacity: 0.3 litres.

01349 Enamel 
cup Cozy, subli
01349 Gobelet émaillé   
Cozy, Subli
Stylish, retro coffee cup made from stainless steel with an 
enamel coating. External colour: white. Internal colour: white. 
Perfect for finishing with sublimation printing. Capacity: 0.3 
litres.

01351 Enamel cup   
Cozy    
01351 Gobelet émaillé   
Cozy
Stylish, retro coffee cup made from stainless steel with an 
enamel coating. External colour: white. Internal colour: white. 
Capacity: 0.3 litres.

  metal/steel
  80 x 87 mm

  48 pcs, individual carton +
       polybag

  metal/steel
  80 x 87 mm

  48 pcs, individual carton +
       polybag

  metal/steel
  80 x 87 mm

  48 pcs, individual carton +
       polybag

Sublimation imprint available!

01347 Stainless 
steel cup Metallo
01347 Gobelet en acier 
inoxydable Metallo
The alternative to substandard disposable cups! High-quality, 
sturdy cup made from stainless steel. Easily stackable and 
very hard-wearing.

  metal/stainless steel
  120 x 74 mm

 180 pcs, polybag
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   metal/stainless steel
  128 x 84 mm

  30 pcs, individual carton    metal/stainless steel
  198 x 84 mm

  30 pcs, individual carton

01377 Insulated mug 
Temptation, small
01377 Gobelet isolant Tempation 
avec manchette, small
Insulated mug with a silicone sleeve in Germany‘s colours. 
The mug is vacuum insulated, so it keeps drinks at a constant 
temperature for longer. With a screw-top lid made from PP and a 
closable drinking aperture. Capacity: approx. 0,3 litres.

01376 Insulated mug Temptation, large  
      
01376 Gobelet isolant Tempation    
avec manchette, grand    
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  paper/paperboard
  197 x 6 mm

  80 pcs, individual carton   paper/paperboard
  197 x 6 mm

  800 pcs, individual carton

01192 Pack of 100 
paper straws Nature
01192 Pailles en papier,    
kit de 100 Natur
The environmentally friendly alternative to plastic straws! Pack 
of 100 paper straws. The strong kraft paper means the straw 
can sit in a drink for 24 hours without becoming soft. 100 % 
biodegradable. Food-safe and neutral in taste. Length: 19.7 cm 

Diameter: 0.6 cm.

01191 Pack of 10 paper straws Nature 
      
01191 Pailles en papier, kit de 10 Natur

  paper/paperboard
  197 x 6 mm

  800 pcs, individual carton   paper/paperboard
  197 x 6 mm

  80 pcs, individual carton

01146 Pack of 11 paper 
fan straws German flag
01146 Paille en papier pour 
supporters, kit de 11 Nations
The environmentally friendly alternative to plastic straws! The 
pack of 11 paper straws impresses with its perfect look for any fan 
party. The strong kraft paper means the straw can sit in a drink for 
24 hours without becoming soft. 100% biodegradable. Food-safe 
and neutral in taste. Length: 19.7 cm Diameter: 0.6 cm.

01147 Pack of 100 paper fan straws   
German flag      
       
01147 Paille en papier pour supporters,  
kit de 100 Nations    
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01207 Straw Glass
01207 Paille Glas
A stylish alternative to plastic straws! Pack of two curved 
glass straws and a cleaning brush. Food-safe and neutral in 
taste. Length: 21.5 cm.

01208 Straw Telescopic“
01208 Paille Teleskop
Practical straw with the WOW-effect! The stainless steel straw 
extends like a telescope. It can be transported in a screw-
top plastic case, which can be attached anywhere using the 
plastic carabiner hook. A small brush is also included with 
which the straw can be easily cleaned. Can be re-used any 
number of times.

01022 Straw set   
Steel    
01022 Ensemble de paille  
Steel
The environmentally friendly alternative to plastic straws. 
Reusable stainless steel straw set contains 2 pcs of straws 
with a cleaning brush. Packed in a drawstring cotton bag. 
Straw Length: approx. 20.5 cm.

01041 Straw set  
Silicone
01041 Set de paille   
Silicone
Your own straw! Foldable silicone straw with a diameter of 
1cm and a length of 25.5 cm. Packed in a round plastic case 
that is perfectly suitable for logo finishing. Fits in any pocket 
and avoids plastic waste.

  glass
  215 x 8 mm

  100 pcs, individual carton   metal/stainless steel
  150 x 15mm

  500 pcs, polybag

  metal/stainless steel
  230 x 67 mm

  250 pcs, Cotton Pouch   plastic/silicone
  20 x 60 mm

  400 pcs, polybag
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01067 Flag Wood
01067 Drapeau Wood
White flag on a round wooden stick. The flag is ideal for 
refining in sublimation print. Rod: 60 cm

  textile/polyester
  440 x 300 mm

  400 pcs, polybag

01066 Car flag Bianco
01066 Drapeau de voiture 
Bianco
High-quality, white car flag including white bracket for 
attaching to the car window. Rod 45 cm in length. Ideal for 
refinement in sublimation print.

  textile/polyester
  450 x 300 mm

  100 pcs, polybag

01209 Inflatable 
crown Corona
01209 Couronne gonflable 
Corona
Small storage space, big effect. Inflatable crown in gold, for a 
regal party.

  plastic/PVC 16P
  114 x 200 mm

  100 pcs, polybag
  Fan

01144 Fan trophy 
Trophy inflatable
01144 Coupe Trophy gonflable
For champions! Inflatable cup in Germany colours with side 
handles.

  plastic/PVC
  500 x 540 x 260 mm

  50 pcs, polybag
  Fan
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01142 Fan hair 
circlet  Alice
01142 Serre-tête pour 
supporters Alice
Attend the next public viewing with flowers in your hair! PP 
hair circlet with polyester flowers in Germany colours.

07851 Multiscarf 
Nations
07851 Echarpe Nations
Perfect sun protection and an eye-catcher at the same time. 
Multi-scarf in Germany design featuring horizontal stripes. 
Folds depending on use as headband, beanie, scarf, etc.

01143 Germany 
scarf Scarf
01143 Écharpe Allemagne  
Scarf
In Germany colours for your next fan party! Soft, two-layer 
Germany scarf with an adjustable loop for fastening. Perfect 
for people and animals.

01080 Floral neck 
garland Flor
01080 Chaîne de fleurs Flor
That shiny Hawaiian feeling! 36 double flowers made of 
polyester, in silver and gold, on a garland for around your neck. 
Light and comfortable to wear. Length: 90 cm.

  textile/polyester
  380 x 80 x 5 m

  300 pcs, polybag

  textile/polyester
  490 x 250 mm

  200 pcs, bulk   textile/polyester
  110 x 80 x 500 x 2 mm

  400 pcs, polybag

  textile/polyester
  900 x 55 mm

  600 pcs, polybag
  Fan
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01148 Fan make-up 
Germany
01148 Maquillage pour sup-
porters Nations
Fan make-up in Germany colours. Easy to apply: Position, 
draw a single line and you have the perfect German flag. Easily 
washes off the skin.

01081 Fan Calor
01081 Éventail Calor
Perfect for hot days. Folding polyester fan with case for 
occasional cooling off.

  textile/polyester
  315 x 220 mm

  500 pcs, polybag

01083 Fan  
Calor Germany
01083 Éventail    
Calor Allemagne
Perfect for hot days. Foldable fan in the colours of the German 
flag, made of Polyester with a case.

  plastic
  67 x 18 x 10 mm

  600 pcs, plastic box + polybag
  Fan

  textile/polyester
  315 x 220 mm

  500 pcs, polybag
  Fan
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01072 Sports 
bracelet Viva
01072 Bracelet de sport Viva
Sporty, on the go. Elasticated sports bracelet made of 92% 
polyester and 5% elastane. The bracelet is a tube with a 7 cm 
long zip made of aluminium. Perfectly suited for jogging, e.g. 
so that you can carry your house key with you safely.

01145 Fan keyring 
Survival
01145 Porte-clefs pour 
supporters Survival
A keyring for all football fans! Sturdy keyring made of woven 
nylon cord in black, red and yellow. The aluminium carabiner 
hook is perfectly suited for holding together even heavy keys.

01124 Miniature truck 
Mercedes Actros MP4
01124 Camion miniature   
Mercedes Actros MP4
Mini truck with loads of detail. This miniature vehicle consists 
of a metal cabin with a plastic trailer. The large surfaces are 
perfectly suited for communicating your advertising message.

01151 Football Soccer
01151 Ballon de football   
Soccer
Lightweight PVC ball with stylish black panel printing. Its 
low weight and the flexible material make it fantastic for all 
beginner players. Delivered deflated.

  textile/polyester
  10 x 60 mm

  505 pcs, bulk
  Sport

  textile/nylon
  130 x 30 x 5 mm

  500 pcs, polybag

  plastic
  190 x 28 x 43 mm

  160 pcs, pvc box
  6+, toy 1

  plastic/PVC
  230 mm

  125 pcs, polybag
  3+
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  textile/fleece
  300 mm

  200 pcs, polybag
  1+

  textile/fleece
  200 mm

  200 pcs, polybag
  1+

01189 Football 
Giant, medium
01189 Ballon de football   
Giant, medium
Lightweight, soft ball in the design of a normal football. With a PVC 
bladder for a good bounce and a soft fleece cover for even more 
fun, with a reduced risk of injury.

01190 Football Giant, small  
     
01190 Ballon de football Giant, petit

07514 Mini-Softball
07514 Mini-Softball
Soft ball made of polyurethane, filled with foam material and 
approx. 10 cm in diameter.

01104 Football 
Big Carbon
01104 Ballon de football   
Big Carbon
The machine-sewn size 5 ball is made from PU-PVC-Shine 
with a butyl valve and latex bladder. The 1.2 mm thick ball has 
3 layers and 32 panels. Includes company address printed on 
the valve. Weight: 360-380 g.

  plastic/artificial leather
  100 mm

  100 pcs, polybag
  3+, toy 1

  plastic/PU-PVC
  220 mm

  50 pcs, polybag
  Sport
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01105 Football 
Champion
01105 Ballon de football 
Champion
A striking football! Machine-sewn PVC football in white, black 
and grey. Size 5. The ball has 3 layers and 32 panels, including 
a double panel. It is 2.0 mm thick, with a butyl valve and latex 
bladder. Weight: 330-360 g.

01106 Football 
Classico, matte
01106 Ballon de football 
Classic, mat
Football in a retro design! The size 5 football has 3 layers and 
32 panels, including 6 double panels. The machine-sewn ball 
is made from smooth PVC with a butyl valve and latex bladder. 
The company address is printed on the valve. Weight: 280-300 
g.

  plastic/PVC
  220 mm

  50 pcs, polybag
  Sport

  plastic/PVC
  220 mm

  50 pcs, polybag
  Sport

01107 Football Classic
01107 Ballon de football Classic
Football in a retro design! The size 5 football has 3 layers and 
32 panels, including 6 double panels. The machine-sewn ball 
is made from smooth PVC with a butyl valve and latex bladder. 
The company address is printed on the valve. Weight: 280-300 
g.

01108 Football Goldstar
01108 Ballon de football 
Goldstar
Machine-sewn. The size 5 football made from shiny PVC has 
3 layers and 32 panels. The ball is 2.0 mm thick, with a butyl 
valve and latex bladder. The company address is printed on 
the valve. Weight: 300-350 g.

  plastic/PVC
  220 mm

  50 pcs, polybag
  Sport

  plastic/PVC
  220 mm

  50 pcs, polybag
  Sport
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01109 Football  
League
01109 Ballon de football  
League
For all football fans! The size 5 football has 3 layers and 32 
panels, including 6 double panels. The machine-sewn ball is 
made from smooth PVC with a butyl valve and latex bladder. 
The company address is printed on the valve. Weight: 280-300 
g.

01121 Football 
Mini Carbon
01121 Ballon de football   
Mini Carbon
Silver football! The size 2 machine-sewn football made from 
PU-PVC-Shine has 3 layers and 32 panels, including one 
double panel. The 1.4 mm thick ball has a butyl valve, a latex 
bladder and the company name printed on the valve. Weight: 
120-150 g.

  plastic/PVC
  220 mm

  50 pcs, polybag
  Sport

  plastic/PU-PVC
  150 mm

  100 pcs, polybag
  Sport

  plastic/PVC
  220 mm

  50 pcs, polybag
  Sport

  plastic/PVC
  150 mm

  100 pcs, polybag
  Sport

01111 Football 
Match, large
01111 Ballon de football   
Match, grand
Football in German colours! The machine-sewn size 5 football has 
3c panel outlines in German colours. The ball is made from PVC 
and has 3 layers and 6 panels. With a butyl valve and latex bladder, 
including company address printed on the valve.    
Weight: 280-300 g.

01112 Football Match, small   
     
     
01112 Ballon de football Match, petit
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01073 Door sign   
Plaza    
01073 Plaque pour porte  
Plaza
Decorative slate board for your house door. The door sign 
made from waterproof stone impresses with its natural 
broken external edges and the beautiful colour. The jute cord 
means it can be easily mounted anywhere. The cord is 30 cm 
long. Easy to clean. Due to the natural material, there may be 
variations in the colour and texture.

01237 Wastepaper 
bin Tiny
01237 Poubelle Tiny
No more chewing gum wrappers flying around! Small, 
practical waste bin made from PP for your car or desk. Fits in 
all standard cup holders. The lid has a spring device and can 
be moved.

  Stone/slate
  250 x 100 x 5 mm

   30 pcs, individual carton + 
bubble wrap

  plastic/polypropylene
  165 x 100 mm

   100 pcs, polybag

  wood
  280 x 160 x 80 mm

  20 pcs, bulk   wood
  210 x 160 x 80 mm

  15 pcs, bulk

01125 Wooden 
box Pino, large
01125 Boîte en bois Pino, grande
Plenty of space to keep things tidy! The wooden box with a folding 
metal catch has a total of eight compartments. It is suitable for 
the storage of teabags or smaller objects. The box is made from 
natural spruce, which means there may be variations in the colour 
and grain.

01126 Wooden box Pino, small  
     
01126 Boîte en bois Pino, petite
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01076 Coaster 
Absorb, square
01076 Dessous de verre 
Absorb, carré
Highly absorbent square coaster for your drinks! Coaster 
made of ceramic with open pores, which can absorb moisture 
very well. No more water marks on your furniture! It has a 
non-slip cork base, which effectively protects the subsurface 
against scratches.

01077 Coaster 
Absorb, round
01077 Dessous de verre 
Absorb, rond
Highly absorbent round coaster for your drinks! Coaster made 
of ceramic with open pores, which can absorb moisture very 
well. No more water marks on your furniture! It has a non-slip 
cork base, which effectively protects the subsurface against 
scratches.

  ceramic
  107 x 107 x 7 mm

  100 pcs, bubble wrap + polybag   ceramic
  8 x 108 mm

  100 pcs, bubble wrap + polybag

UV digital imprint available! UV digital imprint available!

01213 Coaster 
Woody, round
01213 Dessous de verre   
rond Woody
Perfect for coffee, tea and much more! Round coaster made 
from untreated beech wood. It provides protection against 
glass marks and scratches on any table. As a bar or kitchen 
accessory, the wooden coaster is the perfect way to protect 
furniture. Because the material is natural beech wood, there 
may be variations in the colour and grain.

  wood/beechwood
   7 x 100 mm

  100 pcs, bulk

01212 Coaster 
Woody, square
01212 Dessous de verre   
carré Woody
Perfect for coffee, tea and much more! Square coaster made 
from untreated beech wood. It provides protection against 
glass marks and scratches on any table. As a bar or kitchen 
accessory, the wooden coaster is the perfect way to protect 
furniture. Because the material is natural beech wood, there 
may be variations in the colour and grain.

  wood/beechwood
  100 x 100 x 7 mm

  100 pcs, bulk
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01243 Barbecue mat 
BBQ, 2-piece set
01243 Tapis de barbecue  
BBQ, lot de 2
Keep things nice and clean at the barbecue with this 2-piece 
set. Practical barbecue underlay for gas and charcoal 
barbecues. Also ideal for use as baking paper or a baking mat 
in the oven. It is reusable and easy to clean with a soft cloth. 
Made from fibreglass with a Teflon coating.

  plastic
  297 x 210 mm

  12 pcs, individual carton

01065 Apron  
Chef Griller
01065 Tablier     
Chef Griller
Perfectly suited for all BBQ pros Black BBQ apron made from 
thick cotton (200 g/m2) with front pocket. Length of neck 
strap: approx. 60 cm. Length of side straps: approx. 88 cm.

  textile/cotton
  720 x 900 mm

  40 pcs, polybag

01182 Coaster  
Logan   
01182 Dessous de verre   
Logan
Practical square coaster made from ABS. Perfectly suited for 
an all-over digitally printed finish.

  plastic/ABS
   80 x 80 x 2 mm

  2000 pcs, bulk
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01050 Pet 
grooming glove
01050 Gant de toilettage Pet
Relaxing time for human‘s best friend. Glove with integrated 
silicone „brush“ for a shiny dog coat and easier hair removal 
during the shedding phase. Suitable for right-handers. 
Advertising possible on the closure at the wrist.

01051 Animal travel 
blanket Travel
01051 Couverture de voyage 
pour animaux Travel 
A comfortable resting place on the road. Quilted animal travel 
blanket in two colours, filled with polyester padding. Finishing 
is possible on the bottom side and on the top.

01052 Bag Goodie
01052 Sac Goodie
Treats - to Go. Goodie bag with carabiner for attaching to the 
belt. Main compartment with cord closure incl. insert pocket 
for treats and 20 small PE dog waste bags.

  textile/polyester
  240 x 160 mm

  150 pcs, polybag   textile/polyester-felt
  690 x 540 mm

  20 pcs, polybag

   textile/polyester
  120 x 90 mm

  50 pcs, polybag

01333 Poo bag 
dispenser Bone
01333 Distributeur de sacs à 
crottes Bone
The hard cover of the „Bone“ poo bag dispenser is made of 
nylon and comes with an aluminium hook, which makes it 
easy to mount. It is closed using a zip fastener. Incl. one roll of 
poo bags with 15 bags.

  textile/nylon
  115 x 65 x 32 mm

  150 pcs, polybag
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01068 Dog bowl   
Dog    
01068 Gamelle pour chien   
Dog
Robust feeding bowl made from statinless steel, for puppies, 
dogs and cats. Perfect for dry and wet feed, treats or water. Its 
clever design means that the bowl cannot tip over. The rubber 
ring prevents slipping and protects the base from scratches. 
Easy to clean and long-lasting. Capacity: Approx. 1.0 liter.

  metal/stainless steel
  55 x 255 mm

  50 pcs, polybag
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01088 Fruit and 
vegetable bag 
ECOCARE with handles
01088 Sac à fruits et légumes 
ECOCARE avec poignée
An environmentally friendly alternative to plastic bags! This 
lightweight Polyester bag is perfect for taking with you for 
shopping and for carrying fruit and vegetables. Fitted with 
two handles to make light work of carrying heavy food items. 
Washable at 30°C. Load capacity max. 8 kg.

  textile/100% Polyester
  580 x 370 x 200 mm

  200 pcs, bulk

  wood/beechwood
  265 x 35 x 10 mm

  350 pcs, bulk

01090 Shoe horn 
Madera, small
01090 Chausse-pied Madera, petit
Helps you to put your shoes on quickly! This oiled beech wood 
shoehorn is robust, and can be stored in a small area due to its 
handy size. With opening for hanging up. Since the article is made 
of natural materials, actual colouring and grain may differ from 
product to product.

01091 Shoe horn Madera, large  
      
01091 Chausse-pied „Madera“, grand

 
01096 Shoe horn with backscratcher 
Madera, large      
 
01096 Chausse-pied avec grattoir main 
Madera, grand

01204 Clothes 
hanger Woody
01204 Cintre Woody
Timeless clothes hanger made of beech wood, with a metal 
hook. Due to its sturdy construction, the hanger is ideally sui-
ted for holding heavy garments. With a crossbar for hanging 
trousers and skirts. The precise notches at either end enable 
the secure hanging of garments with straps. Since wood is a 
natural product, variations in the colour and grain cannot be 
ruled out.

  wood/birchwood
  440 x 250 x 16 mm

  60 pcs, bulk

01091
  630 x 38 x 10 mm
  200 pcs, bulk

01096
  585 x 38 x 20 mm
  167 pcs, bulk
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  textile/100% Polyester
  400 x 300 x 3 mm

  400 pcs, bulk 01085
  350 x 260 x 3 mm 
  400 pcs, bulk

01087
  250 x 230 x 3 mm 
  400 pcs, bulk

01086 Fruit and 
vegetable bag 
ECOCARE, large
01086 Sac à fruits et légumes 
ECOCARE, grand
An environmentally friendly alternative to plastic bags! This large 
100% Polyester bag with drawstring is perfect for taking with you 
for shopping and for carrying fruit and vegetables. Washable at 
30°C. Load capacity max. 5 kg.

01085 Fruit and vegetable bag   
ECOCARE, medium    
      
01085 Sac à fruits et légumes    
ECOCARE, moyen    

01087 Fruit and vegetable bag    
ECOCARE, small     
      
01087 Sac à fruits et légumes     
ECOCARE, petit
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  textile
  400 x 350 x 3 mm

  400 pcs, bulk   textile
  300 x 250 x 3 mm

  200 pcs, bulk

01127 Fruit and 
vegetable bag 
ECOCARE, large
01127 Sac à fruits et légumes 
ECOCARE, grand
The clever alternative to single-use plastic bags in the 
supermarket. One side of the large bag is made from 100% cotton, 
the other from 100% Polyester . The bag closes with a practical 
drawstring. Perfect for transporting fruit and vegetables. Load 
capacity max. 5 kg.

01128 Fruit and vegetable bag  
ECOCARE, medium    
      
01128 Sac à fruits et légumes    
ECOCARE, moyen    

  textile/cotton
  400 x 345 x 3 mm

  500 pcs, bulk   textile/cotton
  300 x 245 x 3 mm

  500 pcs, bulk

01193 Cotton fruit 
and vegetable bag 
ECOCARE, large
01193 Sac à fruits et légumes en 
coton ECOCARE, grand
Environmentally friendly and sustainable. The large reusable bag 
with drawstring is made from 100% cotton and is the alternative to 
the singleuse plastic bag in the super market. Always hygienic, as it 
can be washed at 60°C. Load capacity max. 5 kg.

01194 Cotton fruit and vegetable bag 
ECOCARE, small     
       
01194 Sac à fruits et légumes en coton   
ECOCARE, petit     
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01314 Fruit and 
vegetable bag 
ECOCARE
01314 Sac à fruits et légumes 
ECOCARE
The clever alternative to single-use plastic bags in the 
supermarket. One side of this large bag consists of 100% 
cotton, the other is made from a cotton net material. It is 
closed using a practical drawstring. Perfect for transporting 
fruit and vegetables.

01199 Bag    
Bionda   
01199 Pochette   
Bionda
Hip bag made from 100% cotton. The high 400g/m2 fabric 
weight and the round base allow the bag to stand up 
independently. Can be used open with the edge folded down, 
for example in the bathroom for the storage of haribrushes, 
or in the kitchen as a bread bag. With a drawstring for easy 
closure. Load capacity max. 3 kg.

  textile/cotton
  300 x 400 mm

  325 Stk., 325 pcs, bulk   textile/cotton
  300 x 190 mm

  200 pcs, bulk

  textile
  400 x 250 mm

  200 pcs, bulk    textile
  700 x 500 mm

  200 pcs, bulk

01236 Laundry net 
PEARL, small
01236 Filet à linge    
PEARL, petit
Protect your laundry. The small laundry net is ideal for delicate 
blouses, stockings, bras, underwear and baby clothes. Thanks 
to the breathable, hard-wearing mesh, the net can be reused 
frequently and will protect your clothes for a long time. Incl. zip 
with plastic zip pull.

01234 Laundry net     
PEARL, large     
      
01234 Filet à linge    
PEARL, grand     
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  textile/felt
  210 x 130 x 160 mm

  48 pcs, polybag   textile/felt
  360 x 140 x 250 mm

  24 pcs, polybag

01078 Felt basket 
Mika, small
01078 Panier en feutre   
Mika, petit
Perfect for organising, reducing clutter and ideal for bathroom 
products, bits and bobs, media and office supplies and much 
more. Small, folding felt basket in the colour anthracite, with piping 
on the top edge. Includes base insert for even greater stability.

01079 Felt basket Mika, large  
     
01079 Panier en feutre Mika, grand
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01075 Cork 
backpack Sughero
01075 Sac à dos en liège 
Sughero
A piece of nature on your back. The cotton backpack has 
a wide cork inlay on the bottom edge. As it is a natural 
product, there may be slight colour variations. The straps are 
adjustable.

01074 Cork bag 
Sughero
01074 Sac en liège   
Sughero
Always have a piece of nature with you. The tote bag with wide 
carry handles has a wide cork inlay on the bottom edge. As it 
is a natural product, there may be slight colour variations.

  wood/cork
  400 x 360 x 5 mm

  100 pcs, bulk   wood/cork
  450 x 360 x 5 mm

  100 pcs, bulk

01201 Tote bag 
Paper, large
01201 Cabas     
Paper, grand
Not something you see every day! Spacious bag made from 
kraft paper with an internal PP coating Woven for greater 
resistance and increased stability.

  paper/paperboard/Craft Paper
  420 x 100 x 390 mm

  100 pcs, bulk

01206 Backpack 
Paper, large
01206 Sac à dos Paper, grand
Not something you see every day! Natural backpack made 
from kraft paper with a durable polyester inner lining, 
adjustable straps and plenty of storage space for everything 
you need. It has a large main compartment, two side pockets 
and a front pocket with a zip. There is also a small pocket 
on the inside for valuables and for bits and bobs. The outer 
material is made of craft paper and can be written on again 
and again with pencil and erasable ink. Filling volume: approx. 
14 l. Load capacity: approx. 10 kg.

  paper/paperboard
  440 x 100 x 310 mm

  50 pcs, bulk
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01361 Rucksack Pouch
01361 Sac à dos Pouch
Made from 100% recycled material! Small, compact and 
extremely lightweight. Rucksack with adjustable straps, which 
can be folded into a case. Loading capacity: max. 10 kg. 
Volume: approx. 13.5 litres.

  textile/100% Polyester
  300 x 125 x 430 mm

  80 pcs, bulk

01004 Backpack 
Adventure
01004 Sac à dos Adventure
Hip backpack for all adventures. Backpack with solid bottom, 
padded back, adjustable black carrying straps and a carrying 
handle. The main compartment can be securely closed with 
four magnets and hook and loop fastener. With polyester 
inner lining and inner compartment with zipper. Filling volume: 
approx. 10.0 litres.

  textile
  490 x 270 x 100 mm

  30 pcs, polybag
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01344 Drawstring 
bag Step One
01344 Drawstring Bag Step One
Made from recycled PET! Hip gym bag with a quilted down 
look, made from recycled polyester. It is closed using two 
black cords.

01346 Shopping 
bag Step One
01346 Sac shopper Step One 
Made from recycled PET! Hip shopping bag with a quilted 
down look, made from recycled polyester. With convenient 
carry handles, zip fastener at the top and sewn-in zipped case 
inside.

01198 Picnic 
blanket Brighton
01198 Couverture de pique- 
nique Brighton
Perfect for your next picnic! The lightweight blanket measures 
180 x 180 cm, has a piped finish and is ideal for lengthy days 
out enjoying nature. Quick and simple to roll up, it can be sto-
red in the bag tie bag provided without any problem.

  textile/RPET
  380 x 420 mm

  50 pcs, bulk

  textile/RPET
  370 x 420 mm

  50 pcs, bulk   textile/polyester
  1800 x 1800 mm

  15 pcs, polybag
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01203 Pencil case   
Nino     
01203 Trousse    
Nino 
 
Beautiful pencil case with zip. This matches the colour of 
the loop sewn onto the side. The robust polyester with a 
herringbone pattern enables long-term use and the simple 
transportation of pointed pencils, without leaving holes in the 
fabric.

  textile/polyester
  100 x 220 x 5 mm

  500 pcs, bulk

01205 Key case   
Nino    
01205 Pochette pour clefs  
Nino
Durable key case with keyring and zip. This matches the 
colour of the loop sewn onto the side. The robust polyester 
with a herringbone pattern enables long-term use and the 
simple transportation of keys without leaving holes in the 
fabric.

  textile/polyester
  100 x 100 x 5 mm

  500 pcs, bulk

01149 Bicycle smart-
phone holder Bike
01149 Support de smartphone 
pour vélo Bike
Your smartphone always in view. The black silicon bicycle 
holder is the perfect companion for your next cycling trip. The 
smartphone is securely gripped thanks to the flexible silicone. 
The fixing strap is ribbed on the inside. It is pulled through 
a loop and hooked in place. This ensures that it attaches secu-
rely to the handlebar. The 8 holes in the 15 cm strap enable 
flexible mounting to various bar thicknesses.

  plastic/silicone
  1180 x 80 x 30 mm

  200 pcs, polybag
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01291 Key ring Natura, heart    
      
01291 Porte-clés Natura, cœur 
 
 
01292 Key ring Natura, oval  
     
01292 Porte-clés Natura, ovale
 
 
01293 Key ring Natura, round 
       
01293 Porte-clés Natura, rond 

01290
  110 x 30 x 7 mm
  2500 pcs, bulk

01291
  100 x 40 x 7 mm
  2500 pcs, bulk

01292
   100 x 30 x 7 mm
   2500 pcs, bulk

01293
  90 x 40 x 7 mm
  2500 pcs, bulk

01290 Key ring 
Natura, square
01290 Porte-clés Natura, carré
Lovely key ring in a rectangular shape with metal chain and 
ring. Since beech is a natural product, there may be variations 
in the colour and grain.

  metal/zinc
  65 x 20 x 5 mm

   250 pcs, individual carton + 
polybag

  metal/zinc
  65 x 36 x 5 mm

   250 pcs, individual carton + 
polybag

01197 Key fob 
Cardiff, rectangular
01197 Porte-clefs Cardiff, 
rectangulaire
Showcase your style, even with your keys A fantastic rectangular 
key fob made from genuine leather with a metal trim made from 
zinc alloy in a matt grey finish. Includes keyring, and available in 
brown or black.

01196 Key fob Cardiff, oval  
     
01196 Porte-clefs Cardiff, ovale

real leather!

real leather!
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01131 Penknife  
Wood
01131 Couteau de poche   
Wood
Stainless steel penknife with a beech wood handle with eleven 
different tools: corkscrew, sewing awl, nail file, plastic cutter, 
Philips head screwdriver, knife, saw, fish deboner, scissors, tin 
opener and bottle opener with flat head screwdriver. Keyring 
included. Since wood is a natural product, variations in the colour 
and grain cannot be ruled out.

  metal/stainless steel
  90 x 25 x 20 mm

  100 pcs, individual carton +
       nylon etui

01133 Multitool  
Wood, small
01133 Outil multifonctions  
Wood, petit
Small all-rounder. The stainless steel penknife with a 
beech wood handle impresses with it various tools: saw, 
pliers, Philips head screwdriver, flat head screwdriver, small 
screwdriver, nail file, plastic cutter, bottle opener and knife. 
Since wood is a natural product, variations in the colour and 
grain cannot be ruled out.

  metal/stainless steel
  70 x 35 x 20 mm

   120 pcs, individual carton + 
nylon etui

01132 Multitool 
Wood, large
01132 Outil multifonctions 
Wood, grand
The perfect tool for all craftsmen. The stainless steel penknife 
with a beech wood handle impresses with it various tools: 
saw, fish scaler with ruler(cm), pliers, Philips head screwdriver, 
flat head screwdriver, nail file, tin opener, bottle opener and 
knife with adjustment mechanism. Since wood is a natural 
product, variations in the colour and grain cannot be ruled out.

  metal/stainless steel
  100 x 45 x 25 mm

   50 pcs, individual carton + 
       nylon etui

01226 Microfibre cloth 
Dusty
01226 Chiffon microfibre   
Dusty
Deep pile microfibre cloth with silky soft fibres for cleaning 
delicate objects. The cloth‘s soft fibres are particularly 
absorbent and don‘t leave any fluff or smears. Can be used on 
almost any surface indoors and outside. The deep-pile side is 
for cleaning, the other side is for polishing.

  textile
  175 x 35 mm

   40 pcs, pvc box
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Guidelines &
directives.

       Toys.
All toys offered correspond to the European Directive 
2009/48/EU on the Safety of Toys and to the standard series 
EN 71. On account of its functions, dimensions, characteristic 
features, properties or other reasons, toys may be unsuitable 
or dangerous for children under a  certain age. In order to im-
prove the safety cautions have been added to the toys, which 
inform the user of which potential hazard may be produced by 
the toy.
 
Please find the cautions which apply to individual  
articles below. 
The articles have numbers which correspond to the  
mentioned cautions.
1  Warning! Not suitable for children under 3 years of age  

because there is a risk of swallowing small parts.  
Suffocation hazard.

2  Warning! Not suitable for children under 3 years of age. 
Risk of injury can be caused by the long string.

 3 Warning! Not suitable for children under 3 years of age.  
 Risk of injury can be caused by the long string. Do not use  
 near overhead power lines or during thunderstorms.
 4 Warning! To be used under the direct supervision of an  
 adult. Not suitable for children under three years of age.  
 Danger of falling! Practice using the snow glider in a flat,  
 safe area as it requires skills in steering and braking.  
 Only to be used by one person at a time.
 5 Warning! Only to be used in water in which the child is  
 within standing depth and under adult supervision.  
 This is not a swimming aid. It is not a protection against  
 drowning!
6 Warning! Do not aim at eyes or at the face.
 7 Warning! To be used under the direct super-vision of  
 an adult. Liquid can be swallowed!
 8 Caution! Due to the function the pencil sharpener has  
 a sharp edge. Risk of injury!
9 Caution! Not suitable for the transport of children!

0+ till 8+
All information provided with a „+“ are a age recommendation 
or may be considered as educational inforamtion.

       Sport articles, fan articles, 
        deko articles.
Sport articles, fan articles and deocrative articles that  
are offered in this catalog are sold as such. To avoid any  
confusion with toys these items are classified with the  
following labels:

Sport „Sports article - not a toy!“ 
Fan „Fan article - not a toy!“ 
Deko „Decorative article - not a toy!“ 

REACh.
All articles offered correspond to the European Directive 
1907/2006 on Registration, Evaluation, Authorisation and 
Restriction of Chemicals. The target of the EU is to produce 
and use chemicals by 2010 in such a way that detrimental 
effects on human health and the environment are kept as low 
as possible.

Customer information.
This is to confirm in keeping with Article 59 (1, 10) of the 
EU Directive 1907/2006 (REACh) that the articles we have 
supplied do not contain substances of the candidate lists of 
a percentage by mass of more than 0.1 percent. We obligate 
ourselves to regularly harmonise our products to the substan-
ces indicated in the candidate list in keeping with the REACh 
directive. As soon as we find out that our products require 
notification in keeping with Article 33, you will be notified of 
our own accord, and we will take suitable measures in indivi-
dual cases.
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Please understand that we do not stock our products in all 
colors that are available in our standard color palette.  Please 
request the available colors, minimum quantites and color 
surcharges from our sales staff.  We only print with colors that 
are physiologically harmless.  The disposal of the paint and 
screens take place in a closed and secure system.  Screens 
are recycled after use for technical reasons.  For reorders the 
screen must be recreated and therefore charged to you. 

For prints we will need a 1:1 reprographic black and white 
original for a laterally correct drawing.  For transfer motifs it 
will need to be reversed.  If you need to change your original 
or multi-colored films then we will charge the resulting litho 
costs.  However we will inform you in advance and will only 
make changes with your permission.  It is also possible to 
create individual designs and final artworks upon request.  
This will be charged to you at an extra fee.  An exact reproduc-
tion of a color hue depends on the color and condition of the 
requested item.  For darker surfaces the surface may need to 
be highlighted in white.
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